openIDL Homepage

Welcome to the openIDL wiki Homepage

openIDL (open Insurance Data Link) is an open distributed ledger (DLT) network that streamlines regulatory reporting and provides new insights for insurers, while enhancing timeliness, accuracy, and value for regulators. openIDL is the first platform to enable the efficient, secure, and permissioned-based collection and sharing of statistical data.

If you are interested in getting involved with openIDL, please consider this your invitation. We welcome contributions and are happy to welcome you into the community. There are a few ways to participate, check out the links below for more details and please be sure to follow our Linux Foundation Code of Conduct when participating.

https://wiki.openidl.org/display/HOME/Infrastructure+Working+Group?src=contextnavpagetreemode

Governance

- Governing Board
- Technical Steering Committee
- Regulatory Reporting Steering Committee

Community Groups

Active Working Groups

- Regulatory Reporting Data Model Working Group
- Architecture Working Group
- Infrastructure Working Group
- Outreach Committee

Quick Start Guide to Getting Involved

- Get involved in openIDL Community Working Groups
- Explore the technology
- Visit our Website https://openidl.org/
- Get a free Linux Foundation ID to access our tools including editing this wiki

Quick navigation

When you create new pages in this space, they'll appear here automatically.

- Technical Steering Committee
- Regulatory Reporting Steering Committee
- openIDL - Architecture
- openIDL - Contributing
- openIDL - Requirements - Data Call App
- openIDL - Reference Implementation
- openIDL - Known Issues
- openIDL - Data Models
- openIDL - FAQ
- Planning
- openIDL - Technical Backlog
- openIDL - ND POC
- openIDL V1
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- openIDL - Workshops

openIDL community Calendar

Team Calendars

Technology